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TAILORING ENDS TO MEANS: CLAUSEWITZ 
IN BELGIUM 

Bruno Colson and Christophe Wasinski 
 

Clausewitz was in Belgium for the last Napoleonic campaigns. To his beloved 
wife Marie von Brühl he wrote letters from Hasselt, Tournai, Aalst, and Oude-
naarde in 1814, from Bastogne and Ciney in 1815. He said his admiration for 
the towns, the gothic churches, the city hall of Leuven and Brussels’ park1. 
Although this book is not about the Napoleonic wars, it is not without some 
interest to note the physical presence of Clausewitz on the Belgian battlefields 
of 1815, at Ligny and Wavre. As far as the reception of Clausewitz’s works in 
Belgium is concerned, it has only been touched in a general way2. The first 
French translation of Vom Kriege was made by an officer of the Belgian Army, 
where the only official language was French in the 19th century3. Belgian mili-
tary thought between 1830 and 1914 has not been thoroughly explored yet but 
we know that the first French book substantially devoted to Clausewitz was 
also by a Belgian officer, Charles de Savoye4.  

If there was a specific and enduring Belgian view of Clausewitz, it was 
built by the later General Emile Galet, who was the classmate and the personal 
adviser of King Albert I. In 1913-1914 he was professor at the War College in 
Brussels. Thinking about the difficult strategic position of a small neutral coun-
try between two great powers in a context of rising tensions, he developed 
what he called a principle: “the proportionality existing between the means or forces one 
can rely upon and the aim one has in view” 5. Galet relied upon the following sen-
tence from Vom Kriege: “A prince or general who knows exactly how to organise his war 
according to his object and means, who does neither too little nor too much, gives by that the 
greatest proof of his genius”6. In his recollections of the 1914 campaign, Galet re-
peated this sentence to explain the conduct of King Albert at the head of the 
Belgian Army and it was the only quotation he made from Clausewitz in this 
book7. In his course at the War College, Galet gave another quotation around 
the same theme, this time with the example of Frederick the Great of Prussia8. 
In a third quotation, Galet slightly modified the text by saying that “it is very 
difficult in the present state of Europe, for the most talented general to gain a victory over an 
enemy equal his strength”: Clausewitz had written “double his strength”9.  
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Galet’s reading of Clausewitz formed the cornerstone of Belgian strat-
egy during the First World War. As commander in chief, Albert I managed to 
keep his small army in being and refused to participate in the murderous offen-
sives of the Allied powers until there was a clear prospect of success. In the fall 
of 1918 he committed his army to the final and victorious attack. In 1919 
Galet, now a lieutenant colonel, was nominated at the head of the Royal Mili-
tary Academy. In 1926, as a general, he became Chief of Staff of the Army. His 
ideas had been vindicated by the First World War and their formed the back-
bone of a specific Belgian school of strategy. Generals Prudent Nuyten and 
Raoul Van Overstraeten were his pupils and his followers, the second one be-
coming the military adviser of King Leopold III as Galet had been the one of 
Albert I10. After the Second World War, this school of thought persisted in the 
teaching of Henri Bernard, a former officer and resistant, whose lessons in 
military history printed their mark on several generations of Belgian officers. 
For Bernard, the first principle of military art was the one of “proportionality of 
means and ends”11. Napoleon had failed to conform to it in the Waterloo cam-
paign. To trace Clausewitz’s reading in Belgium in the 21st century, we will con-
sider first the military teaching at the Royal Military Academy12. We will then 
turn to civilian universities with programmes in history and political science. 
Finally there will be a survey of current research and publications, military and 
civilian.   

At the Royal Military Academy (RMA), Clausewitz appears mainly in 
the course entitled “History of the art of war till 1945”; currently hold by Professor 
Luc De Vos. This course is divided into three parts: “Introduction to the history of 
modern wars”, “The First World War” and “The Second World War”. The teaching is 
given, in Dutch as well as in French, in the second year of bachelor in social 
and military sciences. A substantial part of it is devoted to the main military 
thinkers. Luc De Vos clearly states in his introduction that his course owes 
much to the ones given by his predecessors Raoul Van Overstraeten, Henri 
Bernard and Jean-Léon Charles13. The vision of Clausewitz is thus in the na-
tional tradition established by Galet but it is also more elaborated than what we 
mentioned earlier. In a first chapter devoted to theory, concepts and defini-
tions, Clausewitz is given with Jomini as a co-founder of the widely spread 
“principles and rules of the military art”. It is true that Clausewitz, mainly through 
his teaching to the crown prince of Prussia, was hold as a believer in rules and 
in some regards contributed to some of the basic statements about war. But he 
certainly would have rejected his association with sets of rules and principles. 
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His main objective in writing Vom Kriege was precisely to deride the ones who 
like Jomini believed in such firm and immutable rules14. The end of the page 
reveals the origin of this vision of Clausewitz as it mentions explicitly the 
transmission of Galet’s ideas about Clausewitz through Van Overstraeten and 
Bernard to the present and the establishment of rules and principles like the 
one about the proportionality of means and ends. This principle is indeed 
given as the first one to be observed and this is clearly the Belgian tradition 
which goes on. De Vos elaborates around it and stresses, besides the question 
of numbers, other factors such as logistics, the quality of training, time, space, 
command and the will to fight. Non military aspects also matter, especially the 
economy and politics. Irrationality can also supersede rationality15.  

The section about military thinkers naturally devotes some pages to 
Clausewitz. As in the preceding section, he is associated with Jomini. One must 
never forget that the latter was much earlier studied in military academies, in-
cluding the Belgian one, and there appears to be still a remnant of this privi-
leged position. Although this section wrongly denies the intellectual relation-
ship between the two thinkers, who actually read their mutual books and cited 
each other more than once, it rightly stresses their differences of approach. For 
Clausewitz, moral forces were of primary importance in war. Struck by the 
example of Napoleon, he advocated the necessity to concentrate on the de-
struction of the armed forces of the enemy without secondary moves, even if 
there was a human price to pay. Clausewitz is modern, says De Vos, because 
he put war within the wider context of the evolution of politics and society16. 
This section on military thinkers relies quite rightly upon the classical syntheses 
of Michael Handel and Peter Paret, mentioned in the bibliography17.  

Clausewitz comes back in chapter II, devoted to the evolution of the 
waging of war in the western world. As the philosopher Johann Fichte, he no-
ticed the evolution of war to a more violent form, due to the growing implica-
tion of the population. The march began towards what would be called “total 
war” by General Erich Ludendorff after the First World War18. In chapter IV, 
“War, propaganda and the media”, Clausewitz is quoted to show that the achieve-
ment of surprise, an essential component of strategy, needs a blackout on in-
formation. But he also insisted on the support of public opinion and was par-
ticularly aware of the moral effect of victory or defeat19. Students at the RMA 
can meet Clausewitz again in their 1st and 2nd years of master in social and mili-
tary sciences. An optional “Introduction to Strategic Studies” presents a more in-
depth analysis of classical strategic thinkers. A special attention is given to what 
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is still relevant for understanding recent wars. The validity of Clausewitz’s con-
cepts is tested in relation to present-day conflicts. As Clausewitz advocated, the 
future officer is invited to think by himself in a critical way before taking a de-
cision20. Besides the Masters of War by M. Handel mentioned earlier, the bibli-
ography of the course includes recent titles in English and French21.  

Clausewitz could also be met at the Advanced Staff Course of the 
Royal Military Academy. This one year formation is given by military and civil-
ian professors on six modules (world politics, strategic studies, Belgian foreign 
and security policy, collective defence and security, geopolitics, and strategic 
analytical model) to already experienced officers22. The name of Clausewitz is 
firstly mentioned in the world politics module to highlight the connexion of 
war as a continuation of politics. Students could also meet Clausewitz in more 
specialized lectures, depending on the service there are part of. For the Land 
Component, after a formation at the US Army Command and General Staff 
Course, Major Steven Van Den Bogaert has decided to insist on the impor-
tance of Clausewitz in his Belgian lectures23. The thinking of Clausewitz is seen 
as more relevant than the “Jominian approach” to grasp the current and com-
plex dynamics of warfare. Concerning the air component, Dr. Joseph Henrotin 
has been asked to provide lectures on contemporary airpower theories and 
concepts24. When mentioned in these lectures, Clausewitz is considered as par-
ticularly relevant to underline the importance of the fog of war, in spite of the 
proliferation of electronic technologies supposed to reduce it to its minimum 
level in air warfare. Dr. Joseph Henrotin also considers the possibility to adapt 
the Clausewitzian trinity in order to add technology as a fourth dimension to it.  

One must also acknowledge that the various military libraries are rather 
well furnished regarding Clausewitz. Numerous editions of his works in Ger-
man, French, Dutch, English and also studies on Clausewitz can be found at 
the documentation centres of the Royal Army Museum, of the RMA in Brus-
sels and at the Central Library of the Ministry of Defence at Evere, close to 
NATO headquarters. These libraries can easily be used by university fellows, as 
the authors of these lines can attest. University libraries are also rich in 
Clausewitz’s writings, especially the French translations. This is not so much 
the case as far as recent studies on Clausewitz are concerned. To conclude, 
Clausewitz seems to be widely known among the Belgian officers and his 
books are frequently borrowed in military libraries25. Some officers are said to 
be intensive readers of his work and even to go back to it again and again be-
fore operational departure. On the other hand, it also seemed that Clausewitz-
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citing is sometimes lived as a compulsory attitude aimed at marking the belong-
ing to a social group. Not much better, sometimes Clausewitz is also said to be 
quoted when an officer is lacking relevant ideas in his/her speech.  

Now, let’s turn towards the Belgian academic education. Clausewitz is 
sometimes mentioned during lectures on introduction to political science or on 
security studies in several Belgian universities26. In the field of International 
Relations, one must especially take into consideration the course “Stratégie et 
sécurité internationale” by Michel Liégeois at the University of Louvain27. In this 
course, Michel Liégeois discusses, among other Clausewitzian concepts, the 
primacy of politics, the trinity and the culminating point. His teaching also 
compares Clausewitz with Sun Zi and makes use of the works of B.H. Liddell 
Hart, Edward N. Luttwak and Martin van Creveld to illustrate the debates 
concerning the evolution of strategy. The teaching in military history at the 
University of Namur, the only one among the Belgian universities, should then 
be mentioned. It is of course less developed than at the RMA in terms of 
hours of teaching. It matters for three European credits transfer system 
(ECTS) in place of six at the RMA. Optional for students in their 3rd year of 
Bachelor in History, the course is entitled “War and Strategy in Late Modern His-
tory” and is given in French by Professor Bruno Colson28. One of the first aims 
is to induce students to do research in military history. Main archival sources 
and major secondary works are presented, with case studies taken from the late 
modern history of Belgium (1792-1945). One hour is devoted to Clausewitz in 
the chapter about the evolution of strategic thinking from 1815 to 1914. Cur-
rent debates between academic historians and political scientists about 
Clausewitz are mentioned. As this course is new, the comments of political 
scientists could in the future be located in the course of “History of Political 
Ideas”, now given by Christophe Wasinski who also speaks about Clausewitz to 
students in Political Science (3rd year of Bachelor). 

Research and publications on Clausewitz are more numerous in the 
French-speaking part of Belgium and are most of the time made in close coop-
eration with French colleagues and publishers. Besides his article on the first 
French translation of Vom Kriege, Bruno Colson has organized an exhibition at 
the University of Namur on military thinking from Machiavelli to Clausewitz, 
with an illustrated guide book29. He is familiar with Clausewitz not only since 
his 1986 article but also since his first doctoral dissertation which was about 
Jomini’s reception in the United States30. As he specialized in military thinking 
in and about the Napoleonic wars, he mentioned Clausewitz in several publica-
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tions31. He published three articles devoted to him, one of them being the text 
of his intervention at the Clausewitz conference organized at Saint-Cyr-
Coëtquidan in October 200732. As a member of the editorial board of the jour-
nal War in History, he wrote a review article about recent books on Clausewitz33. 
His current research includes a Napoleon’s On War, regrouping with due refer-
ence to their origin the various sentences of Napoleon on war, following the 
books and chapters of Clausewitz’s magnum opus34. Another book is in pro-
gress on the battle of Ligny, June 16, 1815, with the under-title Napoleon versus 
Clausewitz: this battle was indeed one of the four major ones where Clausewitz 
was physically facing the Emperor and the only one of them where he was 
wearing a Prussian uniform.  

Christophe Wasinski began researching on Clausewitz for his master’s 
thesis at Brussels’ University. His work assessed the influence of Clausewitz in 
the United States from 1945 until 199935. Then, he extended his interest to 
other strategic authors in order to complete a doctoral dissertation about the 
representation of self and other in strategic thinking. The published the results 
of this dissertation, however, he took some distance with the current opinions 
concerning Clausewitz36. The researches done on Clausewitz since the 1970s 
have had the tendency to transform him into an intellectual hero. As it is ar-
gued in some passages of Wasinski’s book, it would also be wise to reconsider 
Clausewitz not only as completely exceptional but also, under some lights, as 
representative of purely classical strategic thinking37.  

Bruno Colson and Christophe Wasinski are also members of the 
“Réseau multidisciplinaire d’études stratégiques” or RMES (Multidisciplinary 
Network in Strategic Studies)38. Other members of this network, that brings 
together civilian scholars from different French-speaking universities or from 
the Royal Military Academy and the Royal High Institute for Defence, have 
shown a great interest for Clausewitz. This is for example the case in the writ-
ings of Joseph Henrotin (see also above), the head of the editorial team of the 
French magazine Défense et Sécurité Internationale. Although not directly dedicated 
to Clausewitz, most of the books of Joseph Henrotin make use of numerous 
concepts inherited from the Prussian officer39. This is also the case of some 
texts written by other members of the network, like Alain De Nève and Tan-
guy Struye de Swielande40.  

In another category are the books of Thierry Derbent41. Published by 
the independent Aden editions, they strongly focus on the connexions between 
Clausewitz, Marxism and revolutionary warfare. Derbent is particularly inter-
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ested by the socialist-communist genealogy of Clausewitz: Ernesto “Che” 
Guevara, Vo Nguyen Giap and Lenin. Actually, it must be said that Derbent is 
a pseudonym for Bertrand Sassoye, a former active member of the Belgian 
Communist Combatant Cells (CCC). Sassoye and other members of the CCC 
were responsible for several bombings in the mid-eighties. He was released in 
2000 after having been detained fourteen and an half years in jail42. Lastly, and 
far less sulphurous, are two books published in Brussels by the Editions Com-
plexe in 1987. The first one was a reprint of the translation of Clausewitz’s 
1812 campaign in Russia and the second one a volume gathering Raymond 
Aron’s articles on Clausewitz43. 

In conclusion, Belgium is certainly a place where Clausewitz is present, 
as he was in 1814 and 1815. At the centre of the European Union, Belgian 
military and university institutions are open to intellectual debate in other 
countries, especially in France, Britain and the United States. As such, mem-
bers of their research communities contribute to the international publications 
and conferences about the great Prussian thinker, albeit modestly due to the 
dimensions of Belgium. Another problem is the specific Belgian view on and 
use of Clausewitz in the 21st century. As the teaching at the RMA can testify, 
the traditional accent on proportionality between ends and means, taken from 
Clausewitz by Galet, is still relevant. As it contributes to NATO military opera-
tions in Afghanistan, Belgium measures its commitment to what it estimates 
possible. This is truly common sense and one could say there is no need for 
Clausewitz in this regard. But Clausewitz has always been cited as an intellec-
tual authority and the insistence of the Belgian government on its limited 
means was already frequent during the Cold War, as it was stressed by King 
Albert I during the First World War. Open to the reading of Clausewitz and to 
the necessary burden-sharing with its allies, Belgium still retains the Clausewit-
zian lesson that to exist politically a country cannot commit too much of its 
military forces to the same theatre of war. 
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